Boston to hold primary election today

(Continued from page 1) Democrats, party affiliation should play little role in this non-partisan election.

Most observers concede that although White's performance in office has been commendable on some issues, he has made mistakes. Many feel he stiff-armed city workers a little too hard for contributions, and sometimes sided with business against other community interests. To many contributors, and sometimes city workers, A little too hard takes. Many feel he-stiff-armed some issues, he has inade mis-
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Timilty has moved from blue-collar conservative to occasional liberal during his time in the state senate. A former Bos-
ton City Councilor, an ex-marine with no college degree and a middle-class background, Timilty does not have the polish of most Boston politicians. He substitutes street sense for a lack of formal education. He could give White a harder run than the mayor expects. "Voting for him in the primary," said one MIT political activist, "would be one

way to 'send a message' to White."

School Committee Council John Kerrigan is switching from School Committee to City (Please turn to page 7)
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